BGP might experience a lengthy path exploration process to reach the convergence after the routing changes [1] . [2] found that the BGP rate-limiting timer-MinRouteAdvertisementInterval (MRAI) has an optimal value M o that achieves the best trade-off between the stability and the convergence speed. In this paper, with the aid of a timed BGP model, we investigate the effects of MRAI and its optimal value M o for the BGP convergence process. We find that an adequately long MRAI timer can batch-remove candidate paths and ensure the routing stability in the convergence process. There exists a minimal MRAI M s that achieves the effect, which is also the upper bound of M o and provides an approximation of M o . We calculate the approximations of M s for different settings and estimate the optimal MRAI for the Internet. According to the results, the optimal MRAI for the Internet might be 5-10 times less than the current default value used in the Internet. The simulations taken with SSFNet and the experiments conducted over the Planet-Lab demonstrate the correctness of our analysis.
Introduction
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [3] is the currently only deployed inter-domain routing protocol, which maintains and exchanges routing information between Autonomous Systems (ASes). BGP is a Policy-based Pathvector protocol, which attaches each route with an ASPath indicating the AS sequences along which the route passes through, and allows each AS to select the best routes according to the policy-based metrics individually. Once a BGP router detects a routing change, it will send an announcement to inform the peers a feasible path, or a withdrawal to notify the peers that the previously announced routes are now unavailable. The experiments of Labovitz et al. [1] showed that BGP converges much slower than what had been expected before, as is called the slow convergence of BGP. The slow convergence has negative impact on the end-to-end performance. They said that the distributed nature of the Path-vector protocol results in the slow convergence. Mao et al. [4] later found that Route Flap Damping may also exacerbate the slow convergence. Besides these, MinRouteAdvertisementInterval (MRAI), the rate-limiting timer of BGP, might also delay the convergence. After a BGP speaker advertises a prefix to a peer, the next announcement about the prefix should not be sent to the peer until the MRAI timer expires. The timer forces the BGP speaker to skip trivial changes of the prefix and achieves a short-term stability. Meanwhile it also delays the propagation of the routing information and thus slow down the convergence. The MRAI timer imposes significant impact on the convergence of BGP. Labovitz et al. [1] found that the MRAI timer synchronizes the BGP speakers during the convergence process and forces them to explore the feasible paths with monotonically increasing preferences. Consequently the convergence time triggered by an explicit source withdrawal (T down ) is upper bounded by K · MRAI, where K is the length of the longest permitted paths [5] . Griffin et al. [2] empirically proved that in most of the regular topologies there exists an optimal value M t such that the convergence time is minimal if MRAI = M t , and another optimal value M u such that the total number of updates decreases to a nearly constant value if MRAI ≥ M u . There exists an optimal MRAI M o = max(M t , M u ) that achieves the best tradeoff between the stability and the convergence speed. But its value is hard to determine.
Motivated by the previous work, we investigate the effects of MRAI and the value of M o for the BGP convergence process with the aid of a timed BGP model, in which the AS topology is represented by a weighted graph whose links are associated with a timed parameter Route Propagation Latency (RPL) that describes the random propagation latency of routes across the links. The analysis unveils that an adequately long MRAI timer called Safe MRAI could force the nodes to batch-delete the candidate paths with the same length from the global path space, which thus could reduce the number of routing updates that the nodes might announce in order to find the feasible paths in the convergence process; there exists a minimal Safe MRAI M s which is also the upper bound of M o and provides a precise estimation of M o ; M s is determined by the diameter of the topology and the distributions of the RPLs of the links; we also discuss an estimation approach to find the approximation of M s in practice. The simulations and the experiments on the Internet verified the accuracy of the estimations of M o .
Distinguished from [1] , we not only propose that the minimal Safe MRAI M s could achieve the synchronizing effect described in [1] [2] . Our work is also distinctive from [2] . The latter mainly took simulations in some regular topologies to proof the existence of the optimal MRAI; our work is dedicated to finding the value of the optimal MRAI. Meanwhile, the simulations in this paper were taken in the random graphs either generated with BA-2 model [6] or induced from the AS graphs extracted from the BGP routing tables at RouteViews [7] , which are believed to be more Internet-like than the regular topologies [8] . Worthy of mentioning, in order to validate the analysis results for the Internet, we also conducted experiments in the real Internet environment provided by the Planet-Lab [9] . To the best of our knowledge, these topics have not been specifically addressed before. The results show that the optimal MRAI timer for the Internet might be 5-10 times less than the current default value. According to the finding, we suggest that the BGP convergence time (upper bounded by K · MRAI) could be significantly reduced while keeping the stability of the system by using a smaller value for MRAI timer. Because BGP is still under active development within IETF [10] and might continue to be the only available interdomain routing protocol for the next few years, the efforts to fine-tune and analyze the protocol are very meaningful for a more stable and robust Internet.
In the rest of the paper, we first introduce the timed BGP model. Then we use the model to investigate the effect of MRAI timer in the convergence process and calculate the approximation of M s . We validate the analysis results by simulations in Sect. 4. At last, we discuss the optimal MRAI timer for the Internet and conduct experiments over the Planet-Lab to validate the results.
Model and Settings

A Timed Model of BGP
We reuse part of the terminologies from some previous works [11] and [12] to develop our model. If the internal structure of an AS in the Internet is neglected, it can be modeled as a node that contains a single BGP speaker and the whole BGP system can be modeled as an undirected simple graph G = (V, E), where V = {0, 1, 2, · · · , n} is the set of AS nodes, and E = {(uv)|u, v ∈ V} is the set of the peering relationships between nodes. For a node u, peers(u) = {v|(uv) ∈ E} is the set containing all the neighbors of u. An ASPath (simplifed as path hereinafter) in G is a sequence of AS nodes
A route stored by a node is composed of a prefix X and the relevant path P = (v k v k−1 · · · v 0 ). v k is the next-hop of the route, and v 0 represents the origin node. In the paper the term path has the same meaning as route if not explicitly mentioned. u ∈ P means path P contains node u. For path u, P v(u) denotes the set of all the permitted paths from v to u.
represents all the feasible paths in G to u. The length of the shortest path from a node v to u is denoted by
As shown in Fig. 1 , V can be divided into several subsets
Not losing generality, assume that there is only one prefix X in the network and node 0 is the origin node. The 0's are usually omitted from the symbols if the omissions do not cause confusion.
Each node u ∈ V maintains two path sets: rib in(u ⇐ v), which stores the path about X most recently advertised from a peer v ∈ peers(u) to u and loc rib(u), which stores u's current best path to prefix X. rib in(u) = ∪ v∈peers(u) rib in(u ⇐ v).
When u receives a path P v→u from its peer v, if u ∈ P v→u , P v→u is set to . Then u stores P v→u in rib in(u ⇐ v). Subsequently, a path selection process is triggered. All the available paths in rib in(u) are compared by function best(rib in(u)), which returns the path with the highest preference.P u = best (rib in(u) ) is selected into loc rib (u) . If u detects the change of loc rib(u), u will subsequently append itself at the head ofP u and send path uP u to v ∈ peers(u).
Function best() compares the candidate paths based on several metrics. For simplicity, only the SPF (Shortest Path First) strategy is considered in this paper, i.e. the path with the shortest length and from the node with the lowest identifier is preferred.
For the sake of describing the timed behavior of BGP, each link (uv) ∈ E is associated with a random variable d (u, v) . With the introduction of d (u, v) , the ordinary graph G = (V, E) is replaced by a weighted graph G = (V, E, d). d (u, v) denotes the route propagation latency (RPL) from u (v) to v (u) and changes with time randomly. When u changes its best path from P u to P u at t u , one of u's peer v, which has installed path uP u in loc rib(v) previously will receive the corresponding update and change loc rib(v) at t v = t u + d (u, v) . Corresponding to the route propagation process, the RPL of a link (uv) includes the outgoing queuing delay at u, the transition delay across (uv), the incoming queuing delay at v, the RIB computation delay at v, and etc.
For simplicity, we assume that RPL for ∀(uv) ∈ E is in-dependently identically distributed (I.I.D.) and bounded by a constant D. The distribution of the RPL is somewhat intuitive. An uniform distribution is the simplest situation, and a normal distribution is the most common in nature. According to the experimental findings of [13] , the end-to-end delay of the Internet can be approximated by the Gammashape distributions. In this paper we also examine the RPL with the Gamma-2 distribution.
Settings of the MRAI Timer
There are some special settings of the MRAI timer in our model. (1) According to [3] , MRAI is not applied to the explicit withdrawals in the E-BGP sessions and the updates in the I-BGP sessions. For simplicity, our model does not distinguish between announcements and withdrawals, and the MRAI timer is applied to both kinds of updates, which is called as the withdrawal rate limiting (WRATE) scheme [1] . (2) Horizontal-split (HS) is a widely used mechanism, in which a node will not advertise a route back to the original sender of the route. HS is not considered in our model. (3) Although [3] suggests that the MRAI timer should be applied on a per-destination or per-peer basis, in fact a "pernode" timer is used in this paper, i.e. the MRAI timers of a node for all of its peers are the same. Because of the MRAI settings in the paper, a per-node timer takes the same effect as a per-destination or per-peer timer. (4) [3] also suggests to apply random jitter to the MRAI timer such that the timer is uniformly distributed between [0.75MRAI, MRAI]. The jitter is also neglected in our model. (5) In the paper, we suppose that the MRAI settings of all the nodes are the same.
Settings of SSFNet
The simulations in the paper are taken by SSFNet [14] . In SSFNet, the real-world delay that results from message queuing and route computation is modeled by the CPU processing delay, while the transmission delay across the link is a fixed number. The RPL in our timed BGP model includes not only the queuing delay and the route computation delay but also other delays related to the packet transmission across AS boundaries, thus SSFNet cannot be used directly to model the RPL. We modified SSFNet to support random link delay and use the link delay to simulate the RPL of a link. At the same time, the CPU processing delay of the node is set to a negligible value. Table 1 shows the changes of the routing tables and the messages processed in the convergence process triggered by T down , occurred in a topology shown in Fig. 2 . Assume that there are a global message queue and a global blocked message storage. Once a node sends out an update, if the MRAI timer of the node does not expire, the update is stored in the blocked message storage; otherwise, the update is appended to the global message queue; if several updates are Here we briefly illustrate how Table 1 works. In stage 0, nodes 1-4 maintain the stable paths for prefix X; node 0 advertises a withdrawal [0:-] to trigger the convergence process, which is firstly stored in the global message queue; since [0:-] is the only message in the queue, it is processed at once and sent to all the neighboring nodes. In stage 1, the withdrawals are received by nodes 1-3 simultaneously; they select the less preferred paths, advertise their first announcements and start their MRAI timers; the announcements are firstly put into the global message queue; since node 1 has the lowest identifier, [1:120] is the first to be processed and sent to all the neighbors. In stage 2, the messages from node 1 are received by the relevant nodes, which in turn change their best paths; for instance, node 2 changes its best path from (10) to (30) and prepares to advertise its second announcement [2:230] ; but the message has to be firstly stored in the global blocked message storage since the MRAI timer of node 2 has not expired; at the same time, message [2:210] in the message queue is processed and sent to all the relevant nodes. The following stages run in a similar manner till all the nodes withdraw prefix X and both the global message queue and the global blocked message storage become empty.
The Effect of MRAI in Convergence Process
Referring to Table 1 , when the RPLs of all the links are far less than the MRAI timer, a message clustering phenomenon could be observed on the time scale: the update messages are grouped into several message clusters near i · MRAI, i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, which is illustrated by Fig. 3 . The MRAI timer does not influence the intervals between the updates in the same cluster, but those between the updates in different clusters. Informally speaking, the convergence process is visually divided into "rounds", and each round roughly contains all the messages in one cluster. A message cluster contains at most one update from each node. It is observed from Table 1 that a MRAI timer that is adequately long can ensure that a node u advertises its (i + 1)th update only after it receives all the ith updates from its peers. If the order is guaranteed, no matter how long the MRAI timer is, the convergence process does not change in terms of the number of stages and rounds. Suppose in a convergence process triggered by T down , a node u announces its ith update P u,i at time t u,i , the definition of such a MRAI timer is given as follows.
Definition 1 (Safe MRAI): A MRAI timer is a Safe MRAI if the MRAI timer ensures that
Definition 2 (Min Safe MRAI): All the safe MRAIs belong to a set Ω S a f eMRAI = {M|M + t u,i ≥ t v,i + d (v, u) , ∀u ∈ V − {0}, ∀v ∈ peers(u), i = 1, 2, · · ·}, which has a minimal value M s , such that M s ≤ M, ∀M ∈ Ω S a f eMRAI , which is called as the minimal safe MRAI. , u) is ensured, u only advertises its (i + 1)th update after it comprehensively compares all the ith update from its neighbors. Therefore a safe MRAI forces nodes to consider the candidate paths more prudently, and thus reduces the number of updates. The convergence process will exhibit several distinctive properties if a safe MRAI timer is deployed.
Proposition 1 (Batch-Removal Effect): If the MRAI is a safe MRAI, the following statements hold for a convergence process:
and K is the length of the longest permitted path in P.
Proof: The proof is done by an induction on i. When i = 1, after node 0 sends out the withdrawal message, the current shortest paths are maintained by nodes in V 2 with length 2, thus L i = 3. So the first statement holds.
Assume L i ≥ i + 2. ∀u ∈ V − {0}, suppose that u send out its (i+1)th update at t u,i+1 . According to the definition of safe MRAI, u should have received all the ith updates from its peers before t u,i+1 , thus before u generates the (i + 1)th update the length of the best path of u must be equal to or longer than L i . Therefore
If L i = K, P u,i+1 must be a withdrawal, the induction ends
, thus a node can announce at most K − 1 updates in the convergence process.
Proposition 1 implies that if the MRAI timer is safe, before a node announces its (i + 1)th update, all the paths with length ≤ L i − 1 have been batch-removed from the rib in's of the nodes in the BGP system. The batch-removal effect of the safe MRAI ensures all the nodes in the system converge within K − 1 rounds. In other words, the safe MRAI achieves the synchronizing effect described in [1] and [5] , and ensures the monotonically changes of the path length.
Given a convergence process triggered by T down , suppose that the MRAI timer is set to M, for a node u ∈ v − {0}, let d i (u, v) denote the RPL for an update P u,i on link (uv) ∈ E. U u (M) denotes the number of updates that u advertises in the convergence process, which also equals to the number of update rounds R u (M) of u; C u (M) denotes the conver-gence time of u which is defined as the time when u sends out its last update. For the convergence process, we further define C(M) = max{C u (M)|u ∈ V} as the convergence time of the system, R(M) = max{R u (M)|u ∈ V} as the number of update rounds for the convergence process, i.e. the number of message clusters of the convergence process, and Proof: At first we prove that for the same convergence process, ∀u ∈ V − {0}, if u announces its ith update P u,i at t u,i when the MRAI value is M, u will announce the same P u,i at t u,i = t u,i + (i − 1)(M − M) when the MRAI value is changed to M . The proof goes by an induction on i.
When i = 1, obviously ∀u ∈ V − {0} announces the first update P u,1 at t u,1 no matter MRAI is M or M . Assume that ∀u ∈ V − {0} announces the same (i − 1)th update P u,i−1 at t u,i−1 = t u,i−1 + (i − 2)(M − M) when the MRAI value is M .
For the ith update, when the MRAI value is M, assume that the nodes u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u m advertises the ith update, we sort them according to t u j ,i such that t u 1 1 , since all of u 1 's neighbors have already announced the (i − 1)th updates but not the ith update, u 1 's ith update must be blocked by the MRAI timer, thus u 1 will announce P u 1 ,i at t u 1 ,i = t u 1 ,i−1 + M. When MRAI = M , ∵ M ∈ Ω S a f eMRAI , the states of u 1 's neighbors do not change compared with those when MRAI = M, thus u 1 's ith update is blocked as well and u 1 will announce the same P u 1 ,i at t u 1 
Assume that when MRAI = M, for any j ≤ k − 1, k ≤ m, u j announces the ith update P u j ,i at t u j ,i ; when MRAI = M they announce the same update at t u j ,i = t u j ,i + (i − 1)(M − M). For u k , since the updates that the nodes have advertised and the order that these updates are advertised and received are the same no matter whether the MRAI timer is M or M , thus if u k 's ith update is blocked when MRAI = M, the same message will also be blocked and announced at
According to the induction, ∀u ∈ V − {0}, if u's number of update rounds is R u (M) and u converges at C u (M) when MRAI = M, u will converge within rounds R u (M) as well and the convergence time is
Obviously U u does not change as well. Therefore the total number of updates does not change when
Assume w is the last converged node and converges at
Based on Proposition 2, we can get the relationship between M s and M o shown in Proposition 3.
Proof: For a given convergence process with MRAI = M s , assume that the convergence takes R(M s ) rounds and the total update message number was U(M s ), the convergence time is
According to proposition 2, if the same convergence process is repeated with any MRAI = x ≥ M s , the number of updates is U(x) = U(M s ) and the convergence time is
Since M o is hard to get, M s provides a reasonable approximation of M o .
The Value of M s
Although definition 2 provides an explicit way to calculate the value of M s , in practice it seems impossible to get M s using the approach. We have to simplify the problem to get an approximation of M s .
Since the advertisements of all the updates are constrained by the MRAI timer, if a node u announces its first update at t u,1 , its ith update will usually be sent out around
Therefore if a MRAI value is safe for u for the second update, with a high probability it might be safe for u's following updates. Thus to get an approximation of M s , we could just consider the first two updates of each node and definition 2 can be simplified to:
is a random variable, in terms of the probability, the statement is equivalent to the proposition that M s ≈ min M, such that P u,v (M) = P{Y u,v ≤ M} > θ, ∀u ∈ V − {0}, ∀v ∈ peers(u), where θ < 1, θ → 1.
Referring to Fig. 1 , since the path selection strategy is SPF, the stable path of ∀u 2 ∈ V 2 depends on node 0; once node 0 drops prefix X at time 0, u 2 would change and announce its first update at t u 2 , 1 = d(0, u 2 ) . The stable path of ∀u 3 ∈ V 3 depends on a node u 2 ∈ V 2 ; u 3 would change and announce its first update at t u 3 u 3 ) . Inductively, ∀u i ∈ V i would change and announce its first update at According to the central limit theorem and the assumption that d(u, v) is I.I.D. random variable with the expectation µ and the standard deviation σ, the distribution of Y u,v can be approximated by a normal distribution with parameters N(
), where Φ(x) is the CDF of the standard normal distribution. Thus for a given node u i , all of its peers that belong to the same V i v share the same distribution. So we only need to check three inequalities when evaluating a MRAI value M for u i :
Let P u i (x) be the CDF of the variable that owns the largest variance among these
For simplicity, P u i (M) > θ is taken for the evaluation of the MRAI value M for u i . Since the distribution of P u i (x) is the same for any u i ∈ V i , P i (M) = P u i (M) > θ is used for all the nodes in V i . For all the nodes in the topology,
is used to evaluate the global Batch-Removal Effect of a MRAI value M, where θ < 1 and θ → 1. Thus definition 2 could be further simplified as: M s ≈ min M, such that P(M) > θ. Given a θ < 1 and θ → 1, the approximation of M s can be calculated according to the equation P(M s ) = θ. Table 2 The approximations of M s in Table 2 only make sure the arrival time of the first two updates of the nodes to satisfy definition 2. But with the evolving of the convergence process, the variance of the arrival time of the updates will become larger and larger, the waiting time should increase; while the number of the peers that advertise updates will become less and less, the waiting time can be shortened. The right value of M s should be the tradeoff of the two trends, determined by the parameter settings of the weighted topology.
Simulations
We use simulations with SSFNet to validate the approximate estimation of M s in Table 2 . The BGP convergence processes triggered by T down were simulated under various parameter settings. The configurations of the MRAI timer were the same as those defined in the timed BGP model: WRATE was enabled; HS and the MRAI jitter was disabled. The RPL distributions follow U1, N1 and G1 respectively. The simulations were first taken in two random graphs with 15 nodes and 20 nodes, which are generated by the BRITE topology generator with BA-2 model [6] . The model is believed to be more Internet-like than the regular topologies and other models [8] .
In each topology, the MRAI timer increased from 0 second to an appropriate value stepped by 0.2 second. In each simulation instance that was determined by tuple (topology, MRAI), the following actions were performed: at first, prefix X was announced to the topology by the source node; at time α, all the nodes were sure to store the stable paths of X and the source node advertised a withdrawal of prefix X; at time α + β, the last update about X was sent out by the relevant node. β is recorded as the convergence time, and the total number of the updates generated by all the nodes during [α, α + β] is recorded as the number of updates. Each simulation instance was repeated 20 times, and the average values of the convergence time and the number of updates were recorded.
To examine the optimal value of MRAI of the "real" Internet topologies, we also took the simulations for several sub-graphs induced from the real AS graph, which were extracted from the BGP routing tables of RouteViews [7] . Given an AS topology, some nodes were randomly selected, and the maximal connected sub-graph composed of the selected nodes was chosen for the simulations. Due to the limitations of the time consumption and the capacity of the simulator, the simulations were taken in six randomly generated sub-graphs. The maximal graph contained 235 nodes. The other settings were the same as those for the BRITE topologies except that the longest permitted path length was limited to 30; each simulation instance that was determined by the tuple (topology, MRAI) ran only once. Figure 4 shows the change trends of the convergence time and the number of updates against MRAI for the 20-node BRITE topology, in which the RPL distribution is G1. In other topologies with various parameter settings, the change trends of the convergence time and the number of updates are similar. 
The Optimal MRAI for the Internet
Although Table 2 does not provide the estimation of M s for all kinds of parameter settings, the data do reveal the fact that the optimal MRAI might be very small in most cases, normally within a few seconds. In this section, we try to estimate the coarse magnitude of the optimal MRAI for the Internet.
Despite the fact that the MRAI settings of our model do not precisely match those of the Internet, in which WRATE is not allowed while HS and jitter are enabled, our further detailed study of the MRAI timer [15] shows that the influences of WRATE and HS on M o are trivial, especially in very dense topologies such as Internet. Meanwhile Nykvist et al. [16] also found that the optimal value of the MRAI timer in the jitter-enabled scenarios is approximately the same as in the jitter-disabled scenarios. In order to make sure the value of MRAI is still safe in the jitter-enabled case, the MRAI timer can be set to a value ≥ ( 1 0.75 )M s which ensures that the lower bound of the MRAI timer is still safe.
To get the optimal value of MRAI for the Internet, we should firstly get the distribution of RPL in the Internet and the diameter of the Internet AS topology. However, the RPL between two AS nodes in the Internet is hard to measure, not even to say its distribution. The RPL in the real world represents the one-hop routing information propagation latency between two neighboring AS nodes including not only several aforementioned delays but also the delays occurred within individual AS node. In our study we use the end-toend IP packet transmission delay to approximate the RPL. Both Bovy et al. [13] and Papagiannaki et al. [17] reported that the packet delay in the Internet was usually no more than hundreds of milliseconds, which implies that the upper bound of the real-world RPL might be rather small, usually less than 1 second. According to the statistics of [18] , the diameter of the Internet AS topology might be within 10 hops. Ge et al. [19] have further investigated the hierarchical structure of the Internet and found that the Internet AS topology can be classified into 6-7 layers, which implies that the diameter of Internet AS topology under the policy constraints might be within 13 hops. Based on these previous works on the Internet AS topology, we assume that the AS diameter of the Internet is around 13.
Based on the aforementioned available measurement results, the value of M s is within 3-5 seconds according to our analysis results in Table 2 . Even if considering the MRAI jitter, the value is within 4-6 seconds. However, the current default value of the MRAI timer used in Internet is 30 seconds. We believe the recommenders of this default value considered only how to improve the stability of BGP routing system, without paying enough attention to the convergence time in case of network failures. Our study provides a precise analysis on what should be the proper value of the MRAI timer considering both routing stability and convergence time. According to our finding, the MRAI value used in today's Internet is about 5-10 times of the optimal value. So there should be a large space to improve!
Experiments over the Planet-Lab
In order to validate the estimation of the optimal MRAI timer for the Internet, we took the experiment of the BGP convergence process over the Planet-lab [9] to find the optimal MRAI timer. The planet-lab is an open platform for the planetary-scale experiments. It is composed of hundreds of nodes all over the world, which provides a real Internet environment to conduct the Internet-wide distributed experiments. The process was similar to the previous simulations with the SSFnet, but the RPLs of the links were not the artificial distributions, but the real propagation latencies in the Internet. We selected about 66 nodes in the Planet-lab that belonged to 66 unique ASes respectively. The nodes were connected according to the AS relationships defined in the BGP routing tables of RouteViews. The diameter of the subgraph was about 4. The average degree is about 14.5 (which is much denser than the entire Internet AS topology). We used the BGP daemon of Zebra [20] as the BGP speakers to construct a "miniature" of the inter-domain routing system over the Planet-lab. As in the previous simulations, a prefix X was firstly injected into the system, after a long enough period when the routes of prefix X were stable at all the nodes, the prefix X was withdrawn. The routing updates of each node were saved locally. When the experiments finished, the update logs were collected and analyzed. Finally, the convergence time and the number of updates of the convergence process were calculated. Due to the limitation of Zebra, the configurations of the MRAI timer were set as follows: WRATE and jitter were disabled and HS was enabled; the MRAI timer was set to integers only, first from 0 second to 11 seconds stepped by 1 second then from 11 seconds to 33 seconds stepped by 2 seconds. For each MRAI value, we set up 50 parallel BGP processes at each node at the same time. In this way the experiments were taken 50 times simultaneously. The final results were the average of the 50 parallel experiments. The experiments began around 11:00 PM GMT on May 28, 2004 and lasted for about 27 hours. The change trends of the convergence time and the number of updates versus the value of the MRAI timer are shown in Fig. 5 .
According to Table 2 , assume that the RPL is bounded by D = 1 second, the optimal MRAI for the experimental BGP system is less than 1-3 seconds. The curves in Fig. 5 show that the optimal MRAI might be less than or equal to 1 second, which is consistent with our analysis. The experiment results also imply that the upper bound of the RPLs in the experimental BGP system might be less than 1 second.
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a timed BGP model, using which the BGP system can be modeled as a weighted graph whose links have random route propagation latencies (RPLs). With the aid of the model, we investigate the effect of the MRAI timer and its optimal value for the BGP convergence process. We find that the basic functionality of the MRAI timer in the convergence process can be summarized as the BatchRemoval Effect. There exists a minimal MRAI value M s that achieves such an effect, which is also the upper bound of the optimal MRAI M o and provides a good estimation of M o . Our analysis and the experiment results demonstrate that the optimal MRAI for the Internet might be very small, normally in the magnitude of single-digit seconds, and far less than the current default MRAI value (30 seconds) for the Internet.
